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The fact that the coefficients f 1eicp o and f 2eicp 1
are complex leads to an asymmetry in the angular
distribution of the positrons with respect to the
plane defined by n. The difference in the number
of decays with the emission of positrons upwards
and downwards referred to the interval of effective
mass of the two 1r mesons is given by the expression
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where m is the mass of the 1r meson, M is the mass
of the K meson, and Q = [( E 1 + E 2 ) 2 - (K 1 +K2 ) 2 1112
is the effective mass of the 1r-meson. The phases
cp 0 and cp 1 depend only on the energy and the center
of mass of the 1r mesons, i.e., the quantity Q.
The obtained distribution can be used to find the
phase shift for 1r1r-scattering in the energy range
2m s Q s M if the quantities f 1 and f 2 are known.
The latter can be determined from other correlations in Ke 4 decay, for example, from the effective
mass spectrum for the two 1r mesons [ 4] or the energy spectrum of the electrons. [ 7]
It follows from (3) that experimental observation
of the asymmetry is possible if the phases of the
1r1r-scattering are different in the S and P states
and if the contributions of these states are not
small.
Thus, the correlations in the Ke 4 decay can
yield information on the 1r1r-interaction. There is
one other possibility of obtaining information on
strong interactions from this decay, specifically
the 1rK interaction; this has been recently pointed
out by Nguen Van Hieu. [ 12 ]
The author is indebted to L. B. Okun' for directing his attention to the possibility of the existence
of the considered effect and for his interest in the
work.
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VERY high critical fields ( 10 5 G) have recently
been reported for several superconductors. [ 1] In
the present note we give an estimate of the order
of magnitude of the upper limit of the critical magnetic field in the case of weak current. A similar
estimate was obtained by Clogston. [ 2] Clogston
assumed that the maximum field is governed by
the condition that the energy in the magnetic field
of electron spins forming a Cooper pair is comparable with the binding energy of the pair
11-H

~
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where J1. is Bohr magneton. This mechanism does
not allow for the fact that the superconductors
which we are discussing here are always superconducting alloys. The high value of the critical field
for such alloys is possible only due to the short
mean free path of electrons. A field of the order
of that given in Eq. (1) is obtained if we assume that
the mean free path becomes comparable with the
interatomic distances.
We shall consider first the situation in pure
superconductors. The majority of known superconductors undergoes a transition of the first kind to
the normal state at some critical value of the magnetic field equal, according to the theory of Bardeen,
Cooper, and Schrieffer [ 3 ] (at T = 0), to
Hc=(Tcfnr)Y2nmpF(n

(y=l.78).

(2)
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As shown by the present author, [ 4 ] this situation
occurs only in metals of the "Pippard" type for
which the depth of penetration in a weak field is
Op « ~ 0 = tivF /Tc. Metals of "London" type
transform from the normal to the superconducting
state by a phase transition of the second kind in a
field Hc 2 > He, where
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OL is the "London" depth of penetration ( OL > ~ 0 ).
(At the moment of the transition there is no Meissner effect. For metals of "Pippard" type the field
is Hc 2 < He and has the meaning of the supercooling field.)
Substituting Eq. (2) we find the critical field for
pure "London" superconductors (among which are
obviously [ 4J such materials as pure La, V, Nb, Ta
and others, which do not obey the Rutgers formula):
f-tH c2 ~ Tc (Tc I BF)

< Tc.

Thus also in these pure superconductors the critical field never exceeds 10 2 -10 3 G.
The situation is different in superconducting
alloys. The present author [ 5] showed that for alloys with an electron mean free path l « op (i.e.,
a path which is small compared with the depth of
penetration in a weak field) we have:

'

where y is the coefficient in the linear law for the
electronic specific heat of a unit volume and u is
the conductivity. When the mean free path becomes
comparable with the atomic distances we reach the
upper limit of the critical field for alloys. As far
as the author is aware the conductivity of such
alloys has not been measured. It would be interesting to investigate in what region the law of
proportionality of the critical field and the residual resistance is valid. If we had a graph of the
dependence of He on p = u- 1, which should be a
curve with saturation, we could quite accurately
predict the upper limit of the critical magnetic
field for superconducting alloys.
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Hc2~Hc6Lfl.

The transition in a magnetic field in alloys is always of the second kind.
To make our estimate we shall use the expression for the field Hc 2 at T = 0 obtained by
Shapoval [ 6]:

ABSORPTION OF SOUND IN LIQUID Hell
BELOW 0.6°K

(3)

The validity of the above formulas is limited to
the region PFl » ti, i.e., to defect concentrations
for which the mean free path l is large compared
with the interatomic distances a f:::l ti/PF· To estimate the upper limit of the critical field in alloys
we shall assume that ti/pFl f:::l 1, whence we obtain,
using Eq. (1), He max f:::l 104T 0 G. We emphasize
once more that such high fields ( f:::l 10 5 G) can in
principle occur only in alloys. The less careful
the preparation of these alloys the higher the critical field. The electron mean free path or the residual resistance of a sample can be used as a
measure of its critical field. In particular for relatively low defect concentrations Eq. (3) can be rewritten in the form [ 6]
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WooDRUFF [ 1 ] and Dransfeld [ 2] made an attempt
to explain the absorption of sound in superfluid He II
at temperatures below 0.6°K. At such low temperatures we are dealing with a special case. On one
hand the mean free path of phonons is considerably
greater than the wavelength of sound, but on the
other the energy of the sound quanta tiw is still

